NEX Multiple Mailbox Support System
®

Qty
1		
		
1		
1		
5		
5		
10		
20		

MULTIPLE KIT

Universal Mailbox Bracket

U-Bracket
Bolt Kit

Wedge

BOLT KIT
Fender Washers &
Nylock Nut

(not used in the multiple kit)

5/16” Hardware

(anchor mailbox bracket
to U-Bracket)

#10 Hardware
(secure mailbox to
mailbox bracket)

Item
2” 14ga NEX® Multiple
Mailbox Post & Hardware Kit
2-1/4” 12ga SQ Anchor 30”
NEX® Wedge™
U-Brackets
Universal Mailbox Brackets
5/16” Hardware sets
#10 Hardware sets

To assemble the multiple mailbox, follow
these steps:
1. Install the Anchor flush with the ground,
or no more than two (2”) inches above
the ground (see Anchor Installation
Instructions).
2. Assemble the Universal Mailbox Bracket,
flange side up, on the NEX® Multiple
Mailbox Frame using the U-Bracket and
5/16” hardware with the nuts on the
top side. Wider mailboxes may require
different spacing. Measure the mailbox
and choose the appropriate holes on the
bracket to match.
3. Secure each mailbox to the bracket
using four #10 hardware sets with the
screw heads on the outside and nuts
underneath.
4. Repeat steps #2 and #3 for each mailbox up to five (5) as desired. Space the
mailboxes equidistant from each other
and the edges of the frame.
5. Insert NEX® Post into the anchor. Place
the Wedge between the post and anchor
on the side of the post parallel and away
from traffic. Use a hammer to secure it
until it is well seated.

Shown with four
Multiple Mailbox kits on a
Multiple Mailbox Frame. Mailboxes and newspaper brackets
are sold separately. Consult your
state specifications for permissible
amount of mailboxes.

Mailbox bracket with U-Bracket

Frame, Wedge & Anchor

NEX® is protected by Canadian Patent #’s 2,369,517; 2,310,486
of S-Square Tube Products, Inc.
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NEX® Wedge™ Removal

Anchor Installation
To begin the installation
process, place the Drive Cap*
in the opening of the anchor.

The NEX® Wedge™ can easily
be removed by using a Slide
Hammer*. Simply place the
hook of the Slide Hammer*
in the slot of the Wedge and
hammer upwards.

Using a power driver or
sledge hammer, drive the
anchor into the ground.

Once the Wedge is loosened,
remove the Wedge and lift the
NEX® Post out of the Anchor.
Your NEX® Sign Post is removed
with little effort and time. Without
the Slide Hammer* it is virtually
impossible to remove - making
it tamper resistant.

When the anchor is flush with
the ground, or no more than two
(2”) inches above the ground,
remove the Drive Cap*.

Drive Cap*

Place the NEX® Tube into
the anchor approximately
six (6”) inches.

Slide Hammer*

*suggested, but not required. Sold separately

NEX

®

Insert the NEX® Wedge™
between the anchor and the
NEX® mailbox support. Use
a hammer to secure it until
it is well seated.

Manufacturer of NEX® Sign & Mailbox Support Products
*NEX® is protected by Canadian Patent #’s 2,369,517; 2,310,486
of S-Square Tube Products, Inc.

You have successfully and
easily installed the next
generation of sign post - NEX®.
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